Recently models have attempted to integrate the functional relationships of fat mass (FM) and fat-free mass (FFM) with the control of human energy intake (EI). Cross-sectional evidence suggests that at or close to EB, FFM is positively related to hunger and EI, whereas FM either shows a weak negative or no association with ad libitum EI. Further analysis suggests that the effects of FFM and FM on EI may be mediated by resting metabolic rate (RMR). These studies suggest that energy turnover is associated with EI and the largest determinant of energy requirements in most humans is FFM. During chronic positive EBs both FM and FFM expand (but disproportionately so), increasing energy demands. There is little evidence that an expanding FM exerts strong negative feedback on longer term EI. However, during chronic negative EBs FM, FFM and RMR all decrease but appetite increases. Some studies suggest that proportionate loss of FFM during weight loss predicts subsequent weight regain. Taken together these lines of evidence suggest that changes in the size and functional integrity of FFM may influence appetite and EI. Increases in FFM associated with either weight gain or high levels of exercise may 'pull' EI upwards but energy deficits that decrease FFM may exert a distinct drive on appetite. The current paper discusses how FM and FFM relationships influence appetite regulation, and how size, structure and functional integrity of FFM may drive EI in humans (i) at EB (ii) during positive EB and (iii) during negative EB.
Introduction
For decades there has been considerable interest in the regulation of energy intake (EI) [1, 2] , energy expenditure (EE) [1, 3] and body weight [2, 3] in animals and humans to understand energy and nutrient requirements across the life course in health and disease, and appreciate responses to energy imbalances during starvation, semi-starvation and the development and treatment of human obesity. The energy balance (EB) equation is ostensibly simple, but due to its dynamic, interactive nature, much more difficult to measure and explain than one might suppose from a simple reading of the laws of themodynamics [4] . It is reasonable to say that almost every component of EI, EE and body composition have at times been proposed as the basis for models of EI or EB regulation in humans. Models have focused inter alia on adaptive changes in EE [5, 6] , the role of macronutrients or body composition compartments [7, 8] and specific nutrients as neurotransmitter precursors [9] , as potential levers of EI or EE and EB. Although there was general recognition that physiology and behaviour interact to influence EB in the 1970s-80s [10, 11] , the study of EB still largely fails to adequately integrate physiological and behavioural determinants of EB in regulatory models.
At the present time, predominant models of EB regulation emphasise the role of adipose tissue signalling modulated by acute peripheral gastrointestinal signals [12, 13] . More recent integrative models of EB regulation based on the concept of functional body composition [14] [15] [16] [17] consider how the physiological rules governing fat mass (FM) and fat-free mass (FFM) relationships may impact on physiological functioning, health and EB behaviours to explain (i) the inherent asymmetry of EB regulation, (ii) the tendency for most humans to gain weight under modern environmental conditions and (iii) weight regain in response to weight loss attempts [16, 17] . Understanding the relationship between body structure, function and behaviour in the context of EB offers a coherent framework to develop more effective intervention targets for the dual burden of malnutrition, and to integrate the structure of body components with functional outcomes in health and disease [17] . The current paper discusses how FM and FFM relationships influence appetite regulation, and how the size, structure and functional integrity of FFM may act as a driver of EI in humans. We consider recent models integrating the role of FM and FFM in appetite control to ask the question when and to what extent does FFM drive EI (i) at EB (ii) during positive EB (iii) during negative EB?
The energy balance equation EB is the difference between the energy ingested and that expended and excreted over a given period of time. Thus, storage is equal to intake minus expenditure:
Energy intake À ðEnergy of faecesÞ À ðEnergy of urineÞ ÀðEnergy of combustible gasÞ À ðHeat producedÞ ¼ Energy retained or secreted:
This equation [1] is frequently simplified to give: ΔEnergy intake ¼ ΔEnergy expenditure À ΔEnergy In the mid-late tweentieth century research focused intensely on the expenditure side of the equation in the search for metabolic differences between lean and obese individuals [18] . Inter-individual differences in the (in) ability to adjust whole-body energy expenditure in response to differing energy and macronutrient intakes were suggested as mechanisms to explain why some individuals remain lean but others become obese when exposed to the same environmental conditions [19] . It was proposed that mechanisms of adaptive thermogenesis or luxuskonsumption exist that allow metabolic flexibility in the dissipation of excess EIs [5, 6] , and this process was defective in the obese, which predisposed them to store rather than dissipate excess EI. It is now generally accepted that a defect in thermogenic energy dissipation is not the primary mechanism underlying obesity development [3, 20, 21] , and there is little evidence of quantitatively significant differences in rates of EE between lean and obese individuals once body size and composition are accounted for [20] . Indeed, according to Forbes et al. [22, 23] , it is actually energetically more costly for the obese to gain weight than lean individuals (as the obese gain proportionately more adipose tissue than lean individuals following excess EI, and per gram of tissue gained, the energy cost of adipose tissue gain is about six times greater than lean tissue). See also ref. [24] for a consideration of the implications for longer term weight change in relation to energy balance in lean and obese subjects. There is also little experimental support for the concept of adaptive thermogenesis as a major means of protection against weight gain in humans [3] . Overfeeding studies conducted under rigorously controlled conditions indicate that weight gains were as expected from standard thermodynamic and biochemical considerations [25] [26] [27] [28] . However, there is considerable heterogeneity in the rate of weight gain during overfeeding [29] , which may in part, reflect inter-individual variations in physical activity and/or partitioning the excess energy between FM and FFM [22, 30] .
In relation to weight loss, the exact mechanisms that oppose energy deficits are multiple, complex, individually subtle and often difficult to quantify specifically, although they include changes in EE and physiological signals that may be concerned with appetite and EI [27, [31] [32] [33] [34] . As there is some evidence for adaptation of whole-body metabolic rate during chronic undernutrition independent of changes in metabolically active tissue, the estimated maximum change of resting metabolic rate (RMR) under such conditions is~5-10% [35] . Indeed, although EE and its components change in response to energy imbalances in a quantitatively important manner, it is likely that changes in EI have a greater capacity to produce relatively large alterations in EB and body composition [36] .
Energy and nutrient balances and in the control of appetite Numerous models of EB regulation predict that certain components of energy and nutrient balance act as negative feedback signals affecting appetite and body weight control. However, evidence in humans suggests that the metabolism or storage of specific individual macronutrients fails to exert powerful negative feedback on EI [37] , but models that include all macronutrients do explain greater variance in EI [8] . In the late 1980s and early 1990s interest shifted to a focus on the regulation of macronutrient balance [21] . In terms of EB, this means that the metabolisable energy ingested is equal to EE in the physiological oxidation of the macronutrients plus or minus body fat, protein and glycogen. There appears to be a hierarchy in the immediacy with which recently ingested macronutrients are disposed of by oxidation, which is influenced, inter alia, by the body's capacity to store those macronutrients. Thus, alcohol has priority in the short-term over all other macronutrients [38] . The order of priority is then protein, carbohydrate (whose balance is regulated by a number of other factors) and fat (whose oxidation is determined by the balance-status of these other macronutrients) [39] .
Because of the limited storage capacity for carbohydrates, changes in body composition over the longer term are more closely reflected by protein-energy relationships [22, 40, 41] . Protein or nitrogen: energy relationships have been the focus of considerable study in relation to growth and development [42, 43] , pregnancy and lactation [44] , farm animal production [45] and responses to chronic energy deficits in health [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] and disease [52] . However, despite the critical role of protein-energy relationships for survival time during severe undernutrition [40, 53] , and the relationship between energy partitioning, tissue growth and appetite in animals [45] , few have analysed energy expenditure (or its body compositional determinants) as major sources of feedback in human appetite control [37, 54] . This may in part relate to the discovery of leptin [55] , which appeared to offer a molecular basis for Kennedy's 'lipostasis' concept [56] and provided the foundation for the current models of appetite and EB regulation based on the integration of acute gastrointestinal signals (including putative fore and hind gut signalling systems) and putative adipose tissue-derived tonic signalling [12, 13] .
Body composition, energy expenditure and appetite control
Despite the intense focus on adipose-derived signals in EB regulation, a number of questions still exist regarding the applicability of this 'lipostatic' control system to the regulation of appetite in humans free from congenital leptin deficiency [57] . Indeed, despite extensive literature on leptin and other putative feedback signals arising from adipose tissue [58, 59] , there appears to be limited evidence in humans of the extent to which changes in adipose tissue exert strong negative feedback on EI. Consequently, more recent models have attempted to integrate the role of FM and FFM in appetite and EB regulation [14, 15, 46, 48, 60, 61] . On the basis of studies measuring EI under controlled laboratory conditions at or close to energy balance, our research group [14] and others [62, 63] have demonstrated that FFM is a strong predictor of hunger and ad libitum dayto-day EI in lean and obese individuals. The effect of FFM on EI appears to reflect the energetic demand of metabolically active tissue, with the reported associations between FFM and EI mediated by RMR [14] and 24-h energy expenditure [64] , respectively. In contrast, no associations [62, 65] or weak negative associations [63, 64, 66] have been reported between FM and EI in subjects at or close to EB.
Recent analyses and reviews by the Leeds group have highlighted the association in both lean and overweight adults between FFM and meal size, total daily EI and hunger [15, 61, 67] . These analyses have suggested that FM and BMI have no, or a weak negative association with daily EI. These relationships have been demonstrated by other groups, e.g. [63, 64] and by the same group using an independently collected data set (with no a priori hypothesis about relationships between body composition, RMR and EI) where total EB in ad libitum feeding subjects was carefully monitored [14] . These data suggest that some signal(s) associated with FFM may (directly or indirectly) exert a determining effect on EI. Similar relationships have been established between RMR and EI. Path analysis ( Fig.  1 ) indicated that the association between FM and FFM was mediated by RMR at least under the experimental conditions of the study concerned [14] . Under conditions at or close to EB, FFM is the major determinant of RMR and RMR itself may represent a tonic drive to eat (hunger signal), although specific mechanisms by which FFM and hence RMR per se might drive hunger have yet to be identified [61] .
Extrapolating these associations in a line of causation has led to the following conclusions:
1. FFM is the largest determinant of RMR, accounting for 70-75% of RMR in most humans [20, 68] . 2. RMR is the largest component of total daily energy expenditure (50-70%), depending on physical activity levels and may represent a continuous tonic pull on appetite through hunger mechanisms. 3. FFM is positively associated with appetite, through the energetic demands of RMR [14, 15, 61] . In other words, metabolic body size is associated with daily EI.
4. FM is negatively or not associated with appetite or total daily energy intake under conditions at or near EB, and the strength of any negative feedback from adipose tissue decreases with increase in the size of FM [14, 15, 61, 63, 64] . In other words, low levels of FM may exert a stronger negative feedback on EI (per kg of FM) than high levels of FM. It is suggested that leptin and insulin resistance are responsible for this inverse relationship between the size of FM and any negative feedback it may exert on EI [67] . This effect could also be partially mediated by RMR as adipose tissue has a low metabolic rate (~4.5 kcal/kg/day; 4-5% of RMR in reference man and woman), the contribution of FM to RMR would increase somewhat in the very obese. For reference, the metabolic rate coefficients for other major organs are: liver 200; brain 240; heart and kidneys 440; muscle 13 kcal/kg/ day [69] . 5. Energy expended in physical activity would exert a weaker effect on EI, and the effect of physical activity on EI may operate via multiple mechanisms (in addition to its contribution to energy requirements) Fig. 2 Conceptual framework describing the major influences on appetite control in humans at or close to energy balance energy balance. Green arrows indicate processes that stimulate feeding, whereas the red arrows demote processes that inhibit feeding. In this framework, short-term episodic signals arise as a consequence and as part of the process of food consumption, digestion and absorption, whereas tonic (longer term) signals arise from body tissues and metabolism. The effect of fat mass on energy intake reflects a lipostatic view of appetite control; leptin is a key mediator of the inhibitory influence of fat on brain mechanisms. The metabolic demand for energy primarily arises from energy requirements generated by fat-free mass and its metabolically active components (heart, liver, brain, GI tract, skeletal muscle) as reflected in the resting metabolic rate. The overall strength of the drive for food is the balance between the tonic excitatory and inhibitory processes. It is proposed that, as adipose tissue accumulates in the body, the tonic inhibitory effect of fat on energy intake becomes weaker (due in part to leptin and insulin resistance). Therefore, as people become fatter it becomes more difficult to control appetite.
Figure originally published in ref. [15] [67]. 6. The association between FFM, RMR and EI is loose and can easily be overridden by factors such as sedentariness or dietary energy density [14, 67] . These hypothetical relationships are depicted in Fig. 2 .
Although cross-sectional studies appear to indicate robust associations between FFM, RMR and EI under conditions of EB, these data do not provide evidence of the mechanisms that drive EI during weight loss or gain. However, such studies do provide a hypothetical framework to consider how such mechanisms may operate under conditions of energy surfeit and energy deficit where changes in FM and FFM occur. Using the model proposed by Blundell and colleagues as a conceptual framework, evidence for a FFM-derived control mechanism of appetite is discussed below under conditions of positive and negative energy balance.
Appetite during positive energy balance
Humans and a variety of other mammals appear much more tolerant of positive than negative EBs. Humans share with many animal species the capacity to store large amounts of energy as fat, which is an important ecological strategy to survive uncertainties in the environmental supply of energy and nutrients. Human history has been punctuated by disruptions of the food supply caused by seasonality, droughts, flooding, failed harvests and war (see Keys [53] , pp 3-17, for a history of documented human famine). It has been argued that alternations between periods of feast and famine have resulted in evolved physiological and behavioural programmes in humans that result in the deposition of reserves in adipose tissue when energy and nutrient-rich food was readily available [70] . Human adipose tissue contains around 33.1 MJ/kg [71] and is a highly efficient form of energy storage. Under natural ecological conditions, massive lipid reserves are rarely seen in most species, but there are many examples in laboratory or domesticated animals, and in modern humans. It appears that physiological and behavioural systems have been designed, through natural selection, to compensate for energy deficits in an environment where excess EIs are periodic and temporary situations, balanced by periods of limited supply. This suggests that accumulation of FM is unlikely to exert strong negative feedback to limit the excess EI that is causing it.
It is important to note that as weight is gained, both FM and FFM expand but at different rates. These relationships between FM and FFM are described in Fig. 3 , and the implications for the Leeds model of body composition and appetite control are shown in Fig. 4a . In terms of the model, this suggests that:
1. Body weight gain leads to an expansion of FFM which increases RMR [20, 68] . Although this is not hypothesised to drive weight gain per se, a higher FFM and associated RMR may increase the background tonic drive to eat, favouring maintenance of a higher body weight. (Fig. 3) . In other words, as FFM and RMR tend to plateau as weight linearly increases, the energy density of the body of the 160 kg man is more than three times that of the 80 kg man per kg of weight. EI per unit of FFM or RMR would need to be greater to achieve the weight of the 160 kg man than for the 80 kg man, implying that the effect of FFM or RMR on appetite would increase with increasing body fatness. There is no reason to imagine why such a signal would grow in strength as people become fatter, as this would suggest a positive feedback form of appetite dysregulation. It is more likely that other factors drive EI during very significant weight gain such as diet composition and hedonic responses to food.
These circumstantial lines of evidence would support the notion of a metabolic drive to eat associated with FFM, Fig. 4 a Conceptual framework describing the major potential influences on appetite control in humans during an incremental positive (a) and negative (b) energy balance leading to significant weight change. a Body weight gain leads to an expansion of fat-free mass (FFM) which increases the resting metabolic rate (RMR). This is not hypothesised to drive weight gain per se, because FFM and RMR tend to plateau as weight linearly increases, but the energy density of the body increases disproportionately with a linear increase in weight and as a greater percentage of weight gain is due to increments in fat mass. A higher FFM and associated RMR may increase the background tonic drive to eat, favouring maintenance of a higher body weight but not necessarily driving weight per se. Expansion of fat mass (FM) over the long-term induces insulin and leptin resistance, expansion of FFM and, in extremis, some slight elevation of RMR, which could account for the apparent diminishing negative feedback from FM as adipose tissue expands. Hypothesised effects of FFM or RMR on the drive to eat may actually decrease with increasing BMI since FFM and RMR increase at a decelerating rate with increase in weight, but the energy content of the body expands disproportionately as fat mass expands. It is more likely that other factors drive energy intake (EI) during very significant weight gain such as diet composition and hedonic responses to food. b A model that accounts for the potential effects of FFM, RMR and FM on appetite and EI needs to account for the apparent change of direction in the relationship between FM and FFM and appetite during positive and negative energy balances. If increased energy turnover is associated with increases in appetite and EI, how is it that during weight loss, decreases in FM, FFM and RMR are also associated with increases in appetite and EI? It may be that FM and FFM exert 'passive' and 'active' drives on appetite under situations of differing energy balance. At or near to energy balance (EB), FFM (and to a lesser extent, FM) may have a relatively passive role in driving EI, i.e. the FFM (and FM)-related energy demands associated with these tissue compartments creates a 'passive' or tonic pull on EI to meet the long-term energetic demands of metabolically active tissue and processes (Fig. 2) . However, during energy deficit where FFM is threatened, dynamic losses of FFM may act as an 'active' orexigenic signal that stimulates increased EI (hunger and/or hyperphagia) to defend the functional integrity of FFM. The tonic inhibition of appetite by the presence of leptin is reduced. This distinction between passive and active roles of FFM may enable us to explain the roles of FFM in appetite control at different levels of energy balance RMR or both, that creates a tonic hunger signal(s). Although this drive is not likely to drive body weight up in the first place, i.e. promote initial weight gain, it is not inconsistent with maintenance of a higher body weight once this is achieved by other means. Thus, it may be that RMR is associated with EI at or close to EB, but that RMR (and its primary determinant FFM) become dissociated from the process of hyperphagia during significant weight gain as the signal(s) becomes 'overwhelmed' by other stimuli, such as food availability, sensory variety, dietary energy density and food reward, likely to be important in driving weight gain.
Body composition, energy expenditure and appetite during negative energy balance
The Leeds model suggests that FFM and the associated metabolic turnover (RMR) represent a tonic drive to eat. How does this fit with the asymmetry of EB control, i.e. that humans are more tolerant of positive than negative EBs [70, 73] ?
1. Marked weight loss is associated with an increased drive to eat (hunger) [53, 74] , and increased liking and or wanting for foods. Parenthetically, although lowenergy dense foods have been recommended for control of appetite during weight loss attempts it is possible that the physiological effects of decreasing FM and FFM may specifically increase appetite for more energy dense foods. People who suffer enforced malnutrition become markedly hyperphagic on restoration of ad libitum access to food [48, 53] . 2. Weight loss is primarily composed of FM (~75%) and FFM (~25%) although the specific ratio of FM:FFM varies under a number of conditions (see below) [75] . 3. The decreases in FFM associated with weight loss lead to a decrease in RMR. There is also some (5-10%) decrease in RMR over and above that attributable to changes in FFM per se [35] .
Current evidence suggests that FFM is associated through energy requirements with EI. FFM during weight gain may be similarly associated with the maintenance of higher EIs but there is no direct evidence to suggest that increases in FFM during obesity development drive EIs upwards. The best evidence in human adults for the relationship between changes in body composition, appetite and EI come from longitudinal studies where weight loss is induced.
Semi-starvation studies
One seminal study, the Key's Minnesota semi-starvation study [53] , has enabled the relationship between tissue loss and subsequent feeding behaviour to be determined. The results have been re-analysed in detail by Dulloo [47, 76, 77] . During the Minnesota study a group of lean men where underfed (~40% of their normal EI) for 24 weeks, during which they lost~70% of their FM and~18-20% of their FFM. For the next 12 weeks they were incrementally refed, but by the end of this period they were still in a deficit of 25% for FM and 12-15% for FFM. During the final 8 weeks subjects had ad libitum access to a range of foods, with EI initially increasing to 160% of requirements and gradually subsiding to pre-weight loss levels. However, although FFM had returned to pre-weight loss levels by this time, FM had reached 170% of pre-weight loss values [46] [47] [48] . Importantly, the cessation of post-weight loss hyperphagia coincided with a massive overshoot of FM, and repletion of FFM compared to baseline levels. The analysis by Dulloo suggested that both prior depletion of FM and of FFM were independently associated with the subsequent hyperphagic response [47] . This is important because it suggests that FM:FFM relationships during extreme energy deficits may impact subsequent appetite and EI.
Therapeutic weight loss
Weight loss-induced decreases in FM influence hormone cascades that promote physiological and behavioural compensation, which favour subsequent weight regain [78] [79] [80] . Decreases in weight and FFM can also reduce spontaneous physical activity EE [53, 81] , RMR and total daily energy expenditure [27, 31, 32, 82] , and potentially, increase muscular efficiency [83] . The adaptations may persist for 12 months after weight loss and contribute to weight regain [84] . Energy deficits also affect appetite control. Doucet and Cameron [74] noted that energy deficits of~25% are accompanied by both decreased EE and increased appetite. Simuthran et al. [85] showed that 8% weight loss, induced by very low calorie diets and its maintenance lead to persistent changes in circulating appetite-related hormones and increased hunger 12 months after weight loss.
Although the above evidence indicates that physiological responses to weight loss can affect EB behaviours, whether losses of FFM promote compensatory changes in appetite and EI during therapeutic weight loss has received little attention. Vink et al. [86] recently showed that FFM loss during 9% weight loss predicted subsequent weight regain 9 months later. However, there is a need for further studies that examine the functional impact of FFM losses on appetite and EI during therapeutic weight loss. Taken together, semi-starvation and therapeautic weight loss studies appear to suggest that physiological changes related to decreases in FM and FFM are associated with compensatory decreases in components of EE and increases in appetite and EI. During situations of energy deficit where FFM is threatened, it is plausible to suggest that FFM losses act as an orexigenic signal that actively drives EI to help preserve FFM.
Passive vs active drives
The above observations create an apparent problem for the model proposed by Blundell and colleagues. If increased energy turnover is associated with increases in appetite and EI [14, 15, 61, 67] , how is it that during weight loss, decreases in FM, FFM and RMR are also associated with increases in appetite and EI? These scenarios are depicted in Fig. 4b . A model that accounts for the potential effects of FFM, RMR and FM on appetite and EI, it needs to account for the apparent change of direction in the relationship between FM and FFM and appetite during positive and negative energy balances.
As noted by Dulloo et al. [48] , one potential explanation is that FM and FFM exert 'passive' and 'active' drives on appetite under situations of differing energy balance. At or near to EB, FFM (and to a lesser extent, FM) may have a relatively passive role in driving EI i.e. the FFM (and FM)-related energy demands associated with these tissue compartments creates a 'passive' or tonic pull on EI to meet the long-term energetic demands of metabolically active tissue and processes [48] . However, during energy deficit where FFM is threatened, dynamic losses of FFM may act as an 'active' orexigenic signal that stimulates increased EI (hunger and/or hyperphagia) in order to preserve FFM. This distinction between passive and active roles of FFM may enable us to explain the roles of FFM in appetite control at different levels of energy balance. However, direct evidence examining how the associations between FFM, RMR and EI change under conditions of energy surfeit and deficit is currently lacking.
We hypothesise that the tonic drive to eat we have inferred from our associations and mediation analysis ( Fig.  1 ) represents Dulloo's 'passive drive' that translate FFMinduced energy needs into EI. However, under conditions where FFM is in deficit (e.g. due to an acute inhibition of growth or due to an energy deficit that threatens FFM), the direct paths between FM and FFM would become significant and represent an 'active drive' that overrides the passive or tonic drive to eat that FFM exerts on EI through RMR (Fig. 5) . This may help explain the apparent mediating effect of RMR on the relationship between FFM and EI. It is not perhaps RMR per se that creates a tonic pull on EI at or close to EB, but the potential energy deficit that it can produce. This is perhaps distinct from the active drive on EI (over and above energostatic control of EI) associated with repletion of previously depleted FFM or with protein accretion along the growth trajectory of FFM (see sections Insights from catch-up growth, pregnancy… and Insights from animal models-food intake and nutrient…) [45, 54] . The extent to which an energy deficit can compromise the functional integrity of FFM is related to the FFM:FM ratio of weight lost, which is itself influenced by both body composition and extent of energy deficit. This prompts a consideration of when and to what extent changes in FFM may influence appetite and EB.
Fat and fat-free mass inter-relationships
As this review has focused primarily on the role of FFM so far, it is important to note that FM and FFM are interrelated. As Forbes notes, FM and FFM are 'in a sense companions' because dietary alterations that change EB induce changes in both FM and FFM compartments [41] . balance. Under conditions where FFM is in deficit (e.g. due to an acute inhibition of growth or due to an energy deficit that threatens FFM), the direct paths between FM and FFM may become significant and represent an 'active drive' that overrides the passive or tonic drive to eat that FFM exerts on EI through RMR (diagram derived from [14]) As body weight accumulates, both FM and FFM increase, but the proportion of weight gain due to FM relative to FFM increases. As weight is lost, FM is preferentially mobilised to spare FFM [30, 41, 75] . These relationships between FFM:FM or protein: energy relationships (p-ratio) were established by Forbes, and subsequently elaborated by Hall [30] , and suggest that (i) FFM gain/loss is a function of FM, (ii) larger weight losses result in greater predicted proportional loss of FFM and (iii) higher initial FM leads to a lower proportion of FFM gained and as weight gain proceeds a lower proportion of weight gain is due to increases in FFM [30] .
An important question to ask is how this FM:FFM interrelationship impacts on appetite control. If FFM is associated with a tonic drive to eat (Fig. 2) , then a higher absolute FFM will be associated with a higher EI. As weight is gained, FFM increases more slowly than FM, pulling EI upwards (Fig. 4a) . As weight is lost, FM is the buffer that protects the integrity of FFM (Fig. 4b) . For people with a high initial FM, larger amounts of weight can be lost without greatly decreasing FFM than for people with a low FM. Therefore, it could be argued that the changes in EE and appetite that occur during extreme, and to a lesser extent the therapeutic range of weight loss, could operate to defend the functional integrity of FFM.
The above arguments suggest that rate of weight loss and the initial body composition at the point of weight loss may interact through FFM:FM relationships to affect appetite. Thus, more rapid weight loss in leaner subjects would create a stronger drive to replete FFM than slower weight loss in obese subjects. To our knowledge direct comparisons are currently unavailable. However, Dulloo has documented weight regain and fat overshoot in relatively lean people subject to energy deficits after total fasting, semi-starvation, caloric restriction (biosphere), training-induced weight loss of US army Rangers and recovery from famine and disease cachexia [49] . He also highlights a phenomenon in which weight loss in the non-obese appears to lead to weight regain and fat overshoot, which he suggests is a function of 'collateral' fattening [46, 49, 75] . It can therefore be hypothesised that from the perspective of energy deficits and FFM, the obese are less likely to experience a drive to regain weight from FFM than are the lean (although other factors may well drive weight regain subsequent to weight loss in the obese).
Insights from catch-up growth, pregnancy and lactation
There is an interesting parallel situation to the Minnesota study regarding deficits in FFM and subsequent hyperphagia. Millward [54] notes that in undernourished children 'catch-up growth' in weight occurs before catch-up growth in height can be detected, and this phenomenon is accompanied by 'a marked stimulation of appetite and food intake and growth proceeds at a rate limited only by food intake until normal body weight for height is achieved. At this time there is a dramatic reduction in appetite and food intake so that growth slows to be subsequently limited by height growth (pp. 102-103)' [54] . Millward convincingly argued that catch-up growth involves a stimulation of appetite 'when amino acids net flow from the free pool into skeletal muscle protein is greater than that of entry from food intake, satiety can be inhibited and hunger induced by some mechanism sensing an apparent body deficit of amino acids' (pp. 114-115) [54] . It is not clear if such a hypothetical mechanism would account for the relationships between FFM:FM changes during weight loss and subsequent appetite in adult humans, but in growing animals and humans it does appear that a prior period of energy deficit leads to the well-recognised phenomenon of catch-up growth [1, 45, 54, 87, 88] .
Pregnancy is associated with a marked increase in weight, FM, FFM and importantly, appetite. In rats there is a 100% increase in EI during pregnancy and up to 450% in lactation [89] . In humans the increase in EI is more modest: 10-15% during pregnancy and 20-25% during lactation [90] . It is reasonable to hypothesise that the marked anabolic increase in FFM associated with gestation may have some role to have in driving appetite and as with collateral fattening and 'preferential catch-up fat' that can predispose the pregnant women to subsequent (post-partum) weight gain.
Insights from animal models-food intake and nutrient partitioning during growth
In a review of food intake and nutrient partitioning during animal growth, Webster [45] concluded that (i) protein accretion is regulated with high precision, (ii) food intake is adjusted to allow maximum protein accretion to meet the needs of growth, and (iii) fat accretion is far less wellregulated. Although this model is constrained primarily to farm animals and rats consuming a limited choice of feeds, it demonstrates across species a circumstance where FFM drives ad libitum EI. Webster suggested that 'The nutrient requirements of a growing animal are determined principally by its impetus for lean tissue growth and the partition of nutrients between protein, fat and heat become thereafter inevitable consequences of its physiological state and the availability of different nutrients' (p. 71) [45] .
Evidence from animal studies also suggests that when a variety of species have ad libitum access to a diet (feed) of fixed composition that is insufficient in protein content to meet their genetically programmed growth curve, they become hyperphagic and gain significant amounts of adipose tissue to satisfy the dietary requirements for lean tissue (FFM) growth [45, 54] . Provision of a low protein diet to growing animals will lead to fat overshoot during normal growth for apparently the same reason [45, 54, 88] .
When offered a choice of feeds high or low in protein, growing pigs are capable of selecting a diet that is adequate for FFM and FM growth. When offered a choice of feeds they will select a balanced amino acid mixtures over imbalanced mixtures and they will select low protein feeds over imbalanced amino acid mixtures. A similar capacity to select adequate protein: energy ratios are evident in growing chicks, laying hens and growing lambs (perhaps more accurately than adult sheep) [88] , and this again illustrates the interactive nature of FFM:FM relationships [45] . The drive for genetically programmed growth in FFM overrides any drive to maintain energy balance except under conditions where dietary energy is insufficient or extremely low protein diets. There is some evidence that higher protein diets lead to reduced drive to eat and some sparing of FFM during weight loss in adult humans [91] .
Conclusions
We hypothesise that at or close to energy balance the tonic drive to eat inferred from associations between body composition and EI represent a passive energy sensing mechanism that translates FFM-induced energy needs into EI. During weight gain, there is an increase in FFM (and potentially an associated 'passive' or tonic increase in EI)-although this is not sufficient to account for the development of obesity in itself, it may however be important in defending an elevated body weight. During energy deficits or when growth is retarded, there may be an 'active' drive exerted by FM and FFM on EI under conditions where FFM is in deficit and its functional integrity is threatened. We hypothesise that this drive would over-ride the tonic or passive drive to eat and is responsible for the hyperphagia that is seen during alterations of diet composition in growing animals, catch-up growth in children and after significant weight loss in adults. Thus, although FFM may exert a tonic background pull on appetite and EI under conditions of EB or weight gain, integrated changes in body composition that impact on the functional integrity of FFM appear to drive appetite and EI in an attempt to preserve the functional integrity of metabolically active tissues.
This hypothetical model would help understanding of the relationship between body structure, function and behaviour at different levels of EB. These relationships should be tested in prospective studies that examine the relationship between body structure, function and behaviour during chronic periods of altered EB. At present, there is a clear need to identify putative signals linking FFM to appetite and EI during EB and energy imbalances. Understanding how integrated changes in FM and FFM during prolonged energy deficits generate peripheral signals that cue eating behaviour may help identify intervention targets that lead to better management of appetite and EI during significant weight loss for therapeutic purposes. Such studies may have relevance for weight loss and maintenance strategies and the nutritional management of malnutrition across the life course.
